
Impact of Emergencies and Disasters on 
Children and Youth  



OBJECTIVES 

§Understand the immediate and long term impact of 
disasters on children’s/youth’s mental and emotional 
health

§Recognize the link between disasters and 
interpersonal violence

§Understand Cyberbullying

§Define safety strategies



The Child



The Disasters
§Earthquakes
§Tsunamis
§Floods
§Landslides
§Avalanches
§Severe weather
§Power outages
§Hazard spills
§Wildfires
§Disease outbreaks
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Desperate Journeys 
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Vulnerability of Children

• PTSD
• Depression
• Acute stress, panic disorder

Psychologically

• Injury, death
• Illness
• Abuse

Physically

• Disruption
• DelaysEducationally
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Global Deaths Each Day    

4,200 deaths 
per day (1.6 
million a year) 

Source: WHO. 
(2013). WHO 
methods and 
data sources for 
global causes of 
death 2000–
2011.  



In Canada . . . 

§Escalating risk in natural disasters
§2013 – Lac Megantic and Alberta Floods
§2015 – Saskatchewan Fires
§2016 – Fort McMurray Fires
§2017 – Flooding and Fires across every province in Canada
§2018 – Manitoba Fires

§Migration 
§Syria
§Canada US border

§Social Emergencies
§Suicide clusters
§Water
§Lack of health services          
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What is a Social Emergency?

§"An event or situation, with the exception of 
natural disasters requiring community 
evacuations, that exceeds the resources and 
capacities of a community and requires the 
immediate response and support of external 
agencies and service providers." 

§“First Nations say suicide crisis requires 
same response as natural disasters.” 

§ Health Canada, Ontario Ministry of Health and 
Nishnawbe Aski Nation 



WHAT DOES A CRISIS OR SOCIAL 
EMERGENCY MEAN for NATIONS?

1. Deaths – suicide and accidental

2. Criminal activity including gangs
a. Violence is listed here and even lateral violence

§ 3. Alcohol and drug use and related issues

§ 4. Lack of Infrastructure and housing / water

§ 5. Lack of access to basic health care and services

§ 6. Colonization impacts 

§ 7. Poor health conditions
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Social Determinants of Health 
(SDH)

§The World Health Organization defines the 
social determinants of health as the 
circumstances in which people are born, 
develop, live and age. Remote and 
Indigenous communities routinely rate 
poorly against these factors. 

§Canada globally rates 6th on quality of life 
while indigenous Canadians rate 63rd
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Social determinants of health 

GAPS and IMPACTS

§Gaps in the SDH affect our response work by 

magnifying the impact. Some solutions may be:

• Food insecurity – how do we always ensure we are 

not creating a burden on food needs when we do 

our work

• Lack of safety – how do we create a caring, calm 

space when we talk to folk

• Housing and over-crowding is a stressor always 

and worse in a crisis. Can we provide space for de-

stressing?

• Linking to external social safety resources which 

may be more trusted.
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CYBERWORLD: VULNERABILITY POINTS

FORMS 
§Bullying
§Solicitation
§Sexting
§Blackmail
§Threats

16

CYBERBULLYING
When someone repeatedly 
harasses, mistreats, or makes fun 
of another person online or while 
using cell phones or other 
electronic devices.

SEXTING 
Sending naked pictures, or 
pictures of sexual activity, to 
someone else using 
technology.



PRESENTING ISSUES FOR CHILD / 
YOUTH SUICIDE
- Bullying: both Cyber and Social/Relational

- BULLYING PREVENTION WORKSHOPS ACROSS AGES
- BABYSITTING TRAINING/ STAY SAFE (HOME ALONE)

- Relationship break-up
- HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS
- HARM REDUCTION
- WILDERNESS FIRST AID

§

- Argument or Dispute with Parent/Caregiver/School 
Authority
- CONFLICT RESOLUTION
- HARM REDUCTION AWARENESS
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Why Violence Increases 







Risk Factors: Toxic Stress
§Exposure to actual event
§Dislocation
§Disruption in routine
§Level of physical destruction
§Loss of family, friends, animals
§Level of family support
§ Interpersonal violence
§Past traumas
§Poverty
§Pre-functioning ability
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What do we do?
§Know Frameworks

§Sendai Framework – 2015
§SDGs – 17 related to children
§Convention on the Rights of the Child
§Provincial Child Protection Acts

§Know Minimum Standards

§Know Best Practices; Jordan’s Principle

§Know Trauma-Informed Practice

§Know Psychological First Aid
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Minimum Standards 



Trauma-informed Practice

What is 
evident?

What is the 
history?
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Social Ecological Model



Urgent Response

Safety
Protection

Basic needs

Health
Medical care

Connection

Information
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Psychological First Aid 
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Hobfoll’s Five Elements 

§Safety
§Calm
§Connectedness 
§Self/community 
efficacy 

§Hope
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Multi-Layered Support System
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Resiliency
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§“When the earth violently shakes 
leaving dust where homes and 
buildings once stood, or when 
water crashes over their world, 
lives are changed forever, 
especially the young.”
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Thank you!



Case Studies

§Talk in groups and be prepared to share back when 
called upon your key themes

§1. What are the risks you see in this case study 
related to ecological model (individual, family, 
community, society) including history and 
information you are picking up from behind the 
scenes.

§2. What are your actions to mitigate these risks?

§3. What are the actions to prevent this in the future?
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